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GENRE: Drama, Sci-fi, Metaphysic, Time-Travel, History

BASED ON: Redemption novel by Jacklyn A. Lo

LOGLINE: In the near future, in Chicago, a powerful female tech executive finds her world upside 
down when Satan tries to manipulate her choices. 


The Age of Aquarius, into which humankind has stepped over, is characterized by radical changes 
in ecology and human consciousness.


New higher-level information comes to our planet under the guidance of Supreme Consciousness. 
The task of the Higher Mind is to pull up humanity for the transition to the 6th race.


The information comes through contactees with Higher intelligence and open-minded individuals 
who can transfer it through novels, films, articles, etc.


One source of such enlightenment is the novel Redemption by Jacklyn A. Lo and the following 
adaptation of it - Redemption TV series.


The Redemption plot is focused on several essential concepts:


1. "Who am I?” 
2. Reincarnation 
3. Spiritual Choice 
4. Liberation 

1. The ”Who am I?" concept is going as a red line through the whole story from the beginning

until the end. This is the kick-off question of the spiritual journey of the protagonist Ann.


2. The Reincarnation Theory widely known in Hindu was erased from early Christianity by

political decisions. The philosophy of “only one life” brought significant limitations in

understanding "Who am I?” However, the Redemption plot acknowledges the audience

the past lives via entertaining time-traveling.


3. Spiritual Choice, also known as Spiritual Test, is always based on the Highest

Intangible Values. The Redemption presents some of Ann's values - Freedom, Love,

Courage, Peace, Hope, and Justice, and confirms her Spiritual direction towards Light.


4. Multiple Spiritual Choices towards Light during several lives work as a tool for a shortcut to 
Human beings' ultimate Goal - Liberation from physical reality. And this is the final destination for 
the protagonist in the Redemption.


Other high-end spiritual elements such as Free Will, God, Karma, etc., are delivered to the plot 
via an entertaining AI character, the best girlfriend Nina, and a fortune-teller.


As the Redemption Tv-series' screenplay is ready to go, it requires a team of experienced 
filmmakers ready to tackle such an ambitious project.


To download Redemption TV-Pilot via Smashwords 

To request ready Redemption mini-series ( 5 parts) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1092843
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